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Abstract This paper contributes to the theoretical literature by analyzing the effect
of two empirically relevant characteristics of auditor liability. First, we endogenize a
loss of reputation whenever an accounting scandal occurs, even if no lawsuit is brought
against the auditor. Second, we model the fact that damage compensation payments
usually exceed the investors’ social loss (overcompensation) since some investors ben-
efit from wrong financial statements. Under a vaguely defined negligence rule, both
phenomena tend to induce excessive care when investors are sufficiently likely to bring
a lawsuit. If reputation losses are sufficiently high, a Nash equilibrium in pure strat-
egies evolves where investors do not sue and auditors do not exert suboptimal care.
Litigation costs are then saved. A properly defined liability cap mitigates excessive
care caused by overcompensation or reputation losses.

Keywords Auditors’ liability · Reputation loss · Overcompensation · Negligence

1 Introduction

Even though it has been known for many years that auditors are concerned about
protecting their reputation capital (Benston 1975; Watts and Zimmermann 1983; Lim
and Tan 2008) and that reputation losses might be substantial, the theoretical literature
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has not yet addressed this matter in any depth. To our knowledge, no precise data on
auditors’ reputation losses exists yet, even though such losses may be significant. As
an extreme example, Arthur Andersen lost so much reputation in the aftermath of the
Enron scandal that the business folded after admitting on January 10, 2002 that they
had destroyed audit files. Weber et al. (2008) find that after the events pertaining to the
ComROAD accounting scandal, the number of clients that abandoned KPMG dou-
bled in 2002 relative to the three previous years, even though no lawsuit has been filed
against the audit firm. It is worth pointing out that reputation losses cannot merely be
seen as a kind of legal cost since (a) they may even occur in the absence of litigation
and (b) their weight seems to be considerably higher than that of fines or damage
payments (Karpoff et al. 2008). Considering this evidence on reputation losses, the
claim asserted by practicing auditors in the USA that legal liability is excessive may
be understandable (O’Malley 1993).

Our analysis suggests that both the prospects of reputation gains and the threat
of reputation losses significantly affect not only the investors’ incentives to bring a
lawsuit but also the auditors’ incentives to take due care. In the model we interpret
reputation losses to be the present value of future rents from auditing and non-audit-
ing services that are lost due to an accounting scandal. We assume that the auditor
loses his reputation if damage occurs due to a material error in the audited financial
statement. In an analogous way, the auditor is able to gain in reputation if no damage
occurs.

Reputation losses are beneficial in the sense that auditors may even have a proper
incentive to take care in the absence of strong suing incentives. It transpires that when
reputation losses outside litigation are sufficiently high, a Nash equilibrium in pure
strategies exists where investors do not sue and, still, auditors do not exert suboptimal
care. This result adds to the previous audit literature (e.g., Antle 1982) which deter-
mines Nash equilibria in mixed strategies, implying that litigation costs and inefficient
auditor care are expected with a certain probability in equilibrium.

Our analysis suggests that a properly defined liability cap is desirable if reputation
effects induce auditors to exert excessive care. So far, the literature points out that a
liability cap might be useful when auditors are risk-averse and when there is limited
insurability of damages (London Economics and Ewert 2006).

Since reputation concerns are likely to drive auditors’ incentives, they should be
addressed in the ongoing debate on whether statutory auditors’ liability should be
capped in the USA (Committee on Capital Markets Regulation 2006). The recom-
mendation of the European Commission (2008) to introduce a liability cap might also
be justified by the existence of reputation effects. However, the European Commission
puts forward different arguments and stresses the size and the limited insurability of
damage claims and the threat of another big audit firm collapsing.1

1 As of September 2005, there were 25 outstanding claims against audit firms (20 in the USA and 5 in
Europe), with damages sought or estimated losses exceeding US $1 billion (London Economics and Ewert
2006, pp. 82–88).
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The literature on auditor liability does not address reputation concerns either, but
focuses instead on other aspects.2 As an exception, Ewert (1999) assumes that the
auditor might lose his reputation if he is found negligent in litigation. Considering
the empirical evidence quoted above, we think it is also plausible to assume that an
auditor may lose his reputation if he is involved in an accounting scandal, but cannot be
found negligent. This is why we believe that a Nash equilibrium in pure strategies may
exist. A second main difference is that we endogenize the loss of reputation. Third, we
consider the issue of overcompensation. Datar and Alles (1999) analyze how auditors
create a reputation in an auditor-manager monitoring relationship, whereas we focus
on the auditor-investor relationship and stress the reputation with regard to investors.
Furthermore, we allow for overcompensation.

Overcompensation is known from the law and economics literature on “pure eco-
nomic losses” (e.g., Shavell 1987). This literature distinguishes pure economic losses
from real losses. With real losses, individual damage equals the social damage. For
instance, if a neighbor’s house burns down, the neighbor’s loss equals the loss to
society.

In contrast, with pure economic losses individual damage exceeds the social dam-
age. When an auditor wrongly testifies a wrongful report, some investors lose out
because they would have paid less if the financial report had been correct. But there
may be investors who benefit from the error because they are able to sell their shares
at a price exceeding the “true” value. As a net effect, losses and gains will cancel each
other out to a large extent. Still, there will be a social loss since investment decisions
are generally distorted (Dari Mattiacci and Schäfer 2007). This means that the damage
to investors who have suffered a loss from a wrongful financial report usually exceeds
by far the associated social damage. We are not aware of any jurisdiction where bene-
fiting investors are required to transfer their gains from wrongful financial statements
to losing investors. For this reason, from an economics perspective, it is essential to
distinguish between individual and social losses, especially in the case of third-party
liability which we observe, for instance, in the USA. Overcompensation is especially
pronounced with large damage claims and unlimited liability. Unfortunately, we were
unable to find any empirical data on the extent to which individual and social losses
precisely differ.3

2 This literature focuses on the effect of performance-based audit fees (Radhakrishnan 1999), compares
several and joint liability and proportionate liability (Hillegeist 1999), and asks how the possibility to settle
a lawsuit affects auditors’ care in the first place (Boritz and Zhang 1997, Smith and Tidrick 1998, Zhang
and Thoman 1999). Balachandran and Nagarajan (1987) and Ewert et al. (2000) address the issue of auditor
liability insurance. Dye (1993) analyzes the effect of limited liability due to auditors’ limited wealth. The
issue of vaguely defined standards of due care is addressed by Ewert (1999) and Willekens and Simunic
(2007). Schwartz (1997) argues that shareholders may overinvest since in bad states of nature they are able
to sue the auditor for compensation, and then auditors may exert excessive care. Pae and Yoo (2001) show
that a stricter liability regime reduces the owner’s investment in the quality of the firm’s internal control
system.
3 The only empirical study related to pure economic losses by Niblett et al. (2008) analyzes a different
question, namely whether common law converges in commercial areas in the USA based on state-court
appellate decisions involving the application of the rule of pure economic loss.
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Note that in secondary markets, overcompensation is a given4 matter of fact in audi-
tors’ liability due to the issue of pure economic losses. There are papers unassociated
with auditor liability that suggest introducing punitive damages in order to design opti-
mal liability rules (such as, for instance, in Polinsky and Rubinfeld 1996). Punitive
damages are a regulatory option whereas overcompensation is not.

It transpires that overcompensation induces excessive care with a vague negligence
rule if investors are sufficiently likely to bring a lawsuit. A properly defined liability
cap then induces efficient care.

Our model has implications for the regulation of auditors’ liability. If investors
are likely to bring a lawsuit, in the event of overcompensation or strong reputation
effects the regulator might want to introduce a liability cap. If the regulator wants to
avoid costly litigation while retaining strong incentives for auditors to take care, he
might consider increasing rents in the audit market, for instance, by limiting competi-
tion. This approach is only desirable if the dead-weight loss of monopoly or oligopoly
power is outweighed by savings in litigation costs and the efficiency gains of increased
auditors’ care. This proposal also stands in contrast to the ongoing public debate on
constraining the auditor’s business, and may therefore not be politically feasible at
present.

We proceed as follows. Section 2 deals with overcompensation, and Sect. 3 inves-
tigates reputation effects in the context of auditor liability. Section 4 concludes the
paper.

2 Overcompensation

2.1 Model

We consider a publicly traded firm with a materially incorrect financial report. If a
risk-neutral auditor fails to detect the error, risk-neutral investors will make wrong
investment decisions that induce a social loss of D to investors.5 The auditor earns a
flat fee6 for his audit that meets his participation constraint. Without loss of generality,
the interest rate is assumed to be zero. Following Shavell (1987), we look at unilateral
and unlimited liability. There is a probability p that the auditor will not detect the
mistake and damage occurs. The probability of damage, p, depends on the auditor’s

4 The regulator would be able to mitigate or even to avoid overcompensation by requiring investors who
benefit from a wrong audit to transfer their gains to the losing investors. However, we do not observe such
rules, possibly due to transaction costs or for legal reasons. As such, overcompensation is a given matter of
fact.
5 In the literature, damage is specified as the efficiency loss to investors from wrongful auditing. Correct
audits allow investors to update beliefs in ex-ante unknown project types, which increases the investors’
net present value. For simplicity, we skip this specification and refer instead to Pae and Yoo (2001, p. 336).
6 Contingent audit fees are prohibited or inconsistent with the professional code of conduct in most
countries. Thus, many theoretical papers on auditors’ liability employ this assumption; see
Ewert (1999, p. 184).
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level of care, x :

p = p(x) with x ≥ 0; with 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, p(x = 0) = 1, p′(x) < 0, p′′(x) > 0

and p → 0, if x → ∞. (1)

We thus assume that the probability of damage decreases as the auditor’s level of
care increases, albeit at diminishing rates. The auditor also bears the direct costs of
performing the audit. For simplicity, these costs equal the level of care x . Auditing is
socially efficient if the direct costs of care are lower than the reduction in expected
damages. The welfare gain is reflected by:

Y = (1 − p (x)) D − x . (2)

Let us assume Y > 0. With the socially desirable level of care, x = x∗, marginal
gains equal the marginal costs of auditing. Thus,

Y ′(x) = 0 for x = x∗7 (3)

Apparently, a negligence rule defining the due standard of care to be precisely x S = x∗
will induce an auditor to choose the efficient level of care if investors bring a lawsuit
for sure (Shavell 1987). However, so far we have neglected a game-theoretic setting
and have not considered overcompensation.

In the appendix, we show that auditor liability implies overcompensation because
individual damage exceeds the social damage. The difference between individual and
social damage is distributional in nature. When an auditor wrongly testifies a report
with inflated earnings, some investors lose out because they would have paid less for
the firm’s share if the financial report had been correct. But there are some investors
who benefit from the error because they are able to sell their shares at a price exceeding
the “true” value. As a net effect, losses and gains will cancel each other out to a large
extent.

Overcompensation is simply accounted for by assuming that the (expected) dam-
age payments to the investors who suffer loss shall amount to D = m D with m > 1,

where D denotes the social (net) damage of all investors. Factor m reflects the level
of overcompensation. Note that m is not ‘punitive damage’ charged by a court, but
simply a consequence of pure economic loss and of the fact that winning investors
are not obliged to transfer their gains to losing investors in case of a wrong financial
statement.

We assume that the standard of due care is not precisely (vaguely) defined. With
a precise standard, the auditor exactly knows ex ante the “red line” that separates
negligent from non-negligent behavior. In the auditing business, however, the red line
is not always clear. Often, courts have to assess ex post whether or not the auditor has
exerted due care. Thus, from an ex ante point of view, levels of care exist where it is
unclear whether or not the auditor has met the due level.

7 The second-order condition is met because of (1). For simplicity, we do not address the second-order
conditions in the following. They are all met, however.
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Let us assume that with a level of care of at least xH , the auditor will certainly not
be held liable. For lower care levels (x < xH ), the auditor does not know for sure
ex ante how the court will decide ex post. We can capture this uncertainty by a proba-
bility function F = F(x).

F(x)

{∈ (0, 1] ,

= 0,

0 ≤ x < xH

x ≥ xH
with F ′(x) < 0 for x < xH .8 (4)

In order to rule out several interior optima, let us assume that F(x) is either strictly
concave or strictly convex or linear. In the following, we assume that the efficient level
(which will be exactly determined ex post) is located in the “fuzzy” zone: 0 < x∗ < xH .
This assumption is plausible if courts try hard to define the standard of due care to be
the efficient level of care. Due to a lack of information, however, they may sometimes
assess a higher or lower level.

Investors will not sue the auditor for sure. The decision to bring a lawsuit depends
on the transaction costs T (T > 0) associated with litigation, such as lawyer’s and
court fees, coordination and opportunity costs.9

Note that investors have only the two options—“lawsuit” or “no lawsuit”—in the
event of damage occurring. Investors do not know the level of care chosen by the
auditor. Auditors have to decide on the level of care before investors sue. Thus, inves-
tors and auditors choose their actions without observing the actions of the other party,
which is similar to a setting with simultaneous actions. Otherwise, all parameters are
common knowledge.

As a benchmark case, we first analyze a setting in which investors sue for sure.
Investors sue for sure when the transaction costs of a lawsuit are sufficiently small
or the expected benefits are sufficiently large. This scenario tends to reflect the US
legal environment where lawyer’s fees can be based on performance and where it is
relatively easy to file class action lawsuits. The subsequent game-theoretical analysis
in Sect. 2.3, on the other hand, tends to address the circumstances in Europe.

2.2 Investors bring a lawsuit for sure

2.2.1 General characterization of F(x) and p(x)

We first perform the analysis without specifying the slope of F(x) before turning to
the case where F(x) is linear. The auditor’s total costs are then given by

C(x) =
{

x + F (x) p (x) m D,

x,

x < xH

x ≥ xH
(5)

8 In contrast to Ewert (1999) and Schwartz (1997), we assume that at some level of care xH there is no
doubt that the auditor is not negligent.
9 These costs largely depend on the legal provisions pertaining to litigation: for instance, whether and in
which way class actions are possible and whether contingent fees for lawyers are permitted.
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where the first derivative yields

C ′(x) =
{

1 + [
F ′(x)p(x) + F (x) p′(x)

]
m D,

1,

x < xH

x ≥ xH .
(6)

Recall that p(x) is the probability that a material mistake and damage occur. F(x)

is the probability that the court will find the auditor negligent given that damage has
occurred. Note that the auditor faces no negligence when he meets the level Ĥ . We can
easily see from (5) and (6) that there is either an individual corner optimum x̂ = xH

or an interior optimum 0 < x̂ < xH .
According to (2), the social cost function is K (x) = x + p(x)D with first derivative

K ′(x) = 1 + p′(x)D. (7)

The factor 1 stands for the marginal costs of additional care, the term p′(x)D reflects
the social marginal benefits in form of reduced expected damages. Note that both
p′(x) and F ′(x) have a negative sign for x < xH . In the absence of overcompensation
(m = 1), the auditor’s individual optimum will not exceed the social optimum if
holds:

∣∣F ′(x)p(x) + F(x)p′(x)
∣∣ D ≤ ∣∣p′(x)

∣∣ D. (8)

If the left side in (8) is lower than the right side, then the individual marginal bene-
fits of additional care are lower than the social marginal benefits, implying suboptimal
care. Now let us introduce overcompensation, that is, on the left side of (8) we replace
D by mD. There will be excessive care with a sufficient level of overcompensation if
the following holds

m > m =
∣∣p′ (x)

∣∣
|F ′(x)p(x) + F (x) p′(x)| . (9)

Proposition 1 If investors sue for sure and there is unlimited liability and (8) holds,
sufficient levels of overcompensation with m > m will cause excessive care (see (9)).

2.2.2 Linear characterization of F(x)

With general distribution functions we are unable to precisely determine the efficient
level of care or the auditor’s optimum. Let us, therefore, assume

p(x) = 1

1 + x
with x ≥ 0. (10)

Consequently, the socially desirable level of care, x = x∗, is defined as:

Y ′(x) = 0 for x = x∗ with x∗ = √
D − 1. (11)
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Let us assume D ≥ 1 such that Y > 0. Further, for tractability, we assume that F(x)

is uniformly distributed:

F(x) =
{ xH −x

xH
,

0,

0 ≤ x < xH

x ≥ xH
with F ′(x) < 0 for x < xH . (12)

Let us now turn to the analysis. If the auditor knows for sure that investors will bring
a lawsuit, the auditor’s total costs are given by

C(x) =
{

x + (xH −x)m D
xH (1+x)

x
with C ′ (x) =

{
1 − (1+xH )m D

xH (1+x)2 ,

1,

x < xH

x ≥ xH .
(13)

There are two local individual cost minima at most. One of these is the corner opti-
mum, x̂ = xH . A second one could be located in the range x < xH , minimizing C(x).
Hence, the individual global cost minimum is x̂ h with:

x̂ h ∈
{

x̂1 =
√

(1+xH )m D
xH

− 1,

xH ,

if x̂1 < xH ∧ C
(
x̂1

) ≤ C (xH )

otherwise
(14)

with xH > x∗ and x̂1 > x∗ = √
D − 1 since m > 1.

If investors sue for sure, the auditor will exert excessive care, partly due to the
vaguely defined standard of due care. An additional unit of care in the range x < xH

reduces both the probability of damage occurring and the probability of being held
liable by court.

With the linear specification of F(x) there will be excessive care even in the absence
of overcompensation (m = 1). Even though overcompensation in this case does not
affect the structure of the equilibrium, it might have significant economic effects
because it makes the problem of excessive care more serious and affects the social loss
due to distorted auditor’s incentives. Unfortunately, we lack the empirical data showing
the extent of the severity of the problem of overcompensation. Still, to make the point
clearer, let us look at an example where losing investors suffer a loss of 36 (million)
from the disclosure of the falsely audited financial statement, while other investors
gain 32. The social loss is D = 4 such that we have m = 9. According to (11), the
efficient level of auditor care would be x∗ = 1. With xH = 6, the individual optimum
is x̂ h = 5.48, whereas it is 1.16 without overcompensation. With overcompensation,
the social value of the audit is even negative (Y (x̂ h = 5.48) = −2.10, see (13)),
whereas it is still positive without overcompensation (Y = (x̂ h = 1.16) = 0.98),

with the efficient level being Y (x∗) = 1. The social value of an audit decreases with
a higher level of overcompensation (m).

A properly defined liability cap avoids the problem of excessive care. With limited
liability we replace mD by L in (14). Efficient care will be achieved if the following
holds:

x∗ = x̂1 ⇔
√

(1 + xH ) L

xH
− 1 = √

D − 1 ⇔ L = L∗ = xH D

1 + xH
< D. (15)
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Proposition 2 If overcompensation tends to aggravate the problem of excessive care
under a vague standard of due care, a properly defined liability cap with L = L∗ < D
provides the efficient level of care.

We are also able to achieve efficient care with a liability cap L∗ in case where F(x) and
p(x) are generally defined and where there is excessive care due to overcompensation,
that is m > m holds (see (9)):

L = L∗ =
∣∣p′(x)

∣∣ D

|F ′ (x) p(x) + F(x)p′(x)| . (16)

2.3 Game-theoretical analysis

If auditors knew for sure that investors will not sue, the auditor’s optimal response can
be derived from minimizing

C(x) = x for x ≥ 0, (17)

where the obvious solution is x̂ l=0 and the probability of damage equals p(x=0)=1.
Thus, overcompensation does not matter when investors do not bring a lawsuit.

Proposition 3 There is an equilibrium with two subcases depending on the size of
transaction costs T .

Case 1: With high investors’ transaction costs

T ≥ F
(

x̂ l (σ = 0)
)

m D = m D (18)

there is a Nash equilibrium in pure strategies where investors do not sue and the
auditor performs zero care x̂l = 0 with F(x̂ l = 0) = 1, implying an efficiency loss of
Y (x∗) − Y (x̂ l).

Case 2: With low investors’ transaction costs, that is, if (18) does not hold, there
is a Nash equilibrium where investors sue with probability σ ∗ = 1 if x̂(σ = 1) ≤ x
and with probability σ ∗ < 1 if x̂(σ = 1) > x with

x = xH − xH T/m D. (19)

The auditor chooses a pure strategy where the care level is

x̂
(
σ ∗) =

√
σ ∗ (1 + xH ) m D

xH
− 1, (20)

which implies excessive care if—ceteris paribus—the level of overcompensation is suf-
ficiently large, m > xH

σ ∗(1+xH )
. The efficiency loss amounts to σ ∗T +Y (x∗)−Y (x̂(σ ∗)).

Proof Case 1: The auditor’s optimal response, given that investors do not bring a
lawsuit is given by (17). Case 2: see appendix. �
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Even though the technical structure of equilibrium in cases 1 and 2 is known from
the literature, the impact of overcompensation is noteworthy from an economics point
of view. A higher level of overcompensation (higher m) makes investors more willing
to sue (see (18)), but also increases the auditor’s level of care (see (20)). With suffi-
ciently high levels of overcompensation there is excessive care in equilibrium and the
social value of an audit may even be negative (see example in Sect. 2.2.2).

2.4 Discussion

Game-theoretical analysis with limited liability. Limited liability affects not only the
threshold levels for investors to sue (see condition (18)) but also the auditor’s level of
care (see (20)) (replace mD by L). Limited liability is only desirable if (a) transaction
costs are sufficiently low such that case 2 still occurs and if (b) the auditor exerts exces-
sive care in case 2 with unlimited liability. When x̂(σ = 1) ≤ x̄ holds, the efficient
level of care is chosen with a liability cap defined as in (15). With x̂(σ = 1) > x̄, the
efficient level of care can be achieved if the following holds:

x̂
(
σ ∗ < 1

) =
√

σ ∗ (1 + xH ) L

xH
− 1 = x∗ = √

D − 1

⇔ L = L∗ = xH D

σ ∗ (1 + xH )
. (21)

Note that the equilibrium probability of bringing a lawsuit (σ ∗) is affected by L .
Efficient level x* exceeds xH . So far, we have assumed that the efficient level of

care is located in the “fuzzy” zone, that is x∗ < xH . When we assume x∗ ≥ xH ,

the auditor still performs zero care when investors do not bring a lawsuit, whereas he
chooses level x̂ h ≤ xH with a lawsuit. Contrary to the basic model, there is no longer
excessive care with a lawsuit and, if x∗ > xH holds, there will necessarily be subop-
timal care in equilibrium. In contrast to the basic model, overcompensation then has
a beneficial effect since it reduces the level of suboptimal care. However, the assump-
tion x∗ > xH does not seem to be very realistic since it implies that auditors who
choose suboptimal level xH will never be held negligent. Over time, the courts should
learn that the negligence rule is too lenient. As a consequence, negligence should be
extended to levels of care exceeding x∗. In the law and economics literature, we rarely
observe the assumption x∗ ≥ xH (Shavell 2004).

Precise negligence rule. If the standard of due care is precisely and efficiently defined
as x S = x∗, the auditor will exert the standard of due care if investors bring a lawsuit
for sure. By exerting x S , no negligence, and hence no overcompensation, occurs. Thus,
with a precise negligence rule, overcompensation does not induce excessive care. The
regulator would therefore be able to avoid distortions through overcompensation by
precisely defining the standard of due care. However, considering the complexity of
audits, a precisely and efficiently defined standard is hard to establish. In the audit con-
text, it seems to be more plausible to assume that the standard of due care is vaguely
defined.
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3 Reputation losses

3.1 Evidence

If a firm publishes a wrongfully audited financial statement, the auditor may lose his
reputation. Whereas there is strong evidence that client firms lose their reputation with
wrongly audited financial statements,10 there is only little empirical literature on the
reputation losses of audit firms, even though it has been known for many years that
auditors are concerned about protecting their reputation capital (Benston 1975; Watts
and Zimmermann 1983; Lim and Tan 2008). Reputation losses might be significant, as
the liquidation of Arthur Andersen following the Enron scandal shows. Lennox (1999)
demonstrates that larger UK auditors are more likely to be sued, but only smaller audit
firms lose a considerable amount of clients when an accounting scandal occurs. Weber
et al. (2008) ascertain that the percentage of clients that abandoned KPMG after the
ComROAD accounting scandal in 2002 doubled to 15.7% after a 3-year average of
7.7%. It is noteworthy that even though investors have not (yet) brought any law-
suits against Arthur Andersen or KPMG, significant reputation losses nevertheless
occurred. To sum up: reputation losses are likely to affect audit firms even though
there is scarce data on the quantitative effects.

3.2 Model set-up

We slightly modify the model assumptions set out in Sect. 2.1. First, in order to focus
on the reputation effects, we skip the assumption on overcompensation and assume
m = 1. This simplification does not affect the qualitative results of the following
analysis.

Second, in order to obtain interior solutions, we assume F(x) to be non-concave
and to be defined for x ∈ [0,∞).

0 ≤ F(x) ≤ 1, F ′(x) < 0, F ′′(x) ≥ 0 F (x = 0) = 1, F (x = ∞) = 0.

(22)

10 Chaney and Philipich (2002) found that when the Enron scandal broke on January 10, 2002, the stocks
of other Arthur Andersen clients suffered an abnormal return of −1.88% in the 3 days after the revelation.
Other clients of the Houston office of Arthur Andersen, which had audited Enron, show an abnormal per-
formance of −4.41%. Karpoff et al. (2008) investigate the extent and sources of losses in the firm’s value
(measured by the loss in share price) for 585 firms targeted by SEC enforcement actions for financial mis-
representation from 1978 to 2002. On average, firms lose 38% of their market value following a report on
misconduct. Approximately, 24.5% of the market value loss can be attributed to the adjustment to the “true”
value of the firm if there was no misrepresentation. Karpoff et al. (2008) approximate the effect on share
prices, which results exclusively from revaluations in the balance sheet, by the product of the impairment
of equity’s book value and the median of the market-to-book value ratios of the relevant industry. Another
8.8% of the market value loss is due to legal penalties, including fines and settlements of securities class
action lawsuits. Karpoff et al. (2008) argue that the remaining 66.6% of the market value loss represents
the loss of reputation. Hence, the loss of reputation is supposed to be about 7.5 times larger than the sum
of fines and settlement payments. Reputation losses seem to be much more important than legal costs. It
is also noteworthy that only 39% of the enforcement actions were accompanied by class action lawsuits.
Thus, the majority of firms suffered a reputation loss outside litigation.
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t Good and bad auditors 
decide on level of care

Investors bring a 
lawsuit or not

Based on the audit report, 
damage occurs or not, 
investors update beliefs 

Fig. 1 Sequence of events

Recall that F(x) captures the ex ante uncertainty that the court will decide on neg-
ligence ex post for a given level of care x . The probability of damage occurring, p(x),

is defined as in (1): p = p(x) with x ≥ 0; with 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, p(x = 0) = 1, p′(x) < 0,

p′′(x) > 0 and p → 0, if x → ∞.
Third, and most importantly, we address reputation concerns. There are two types

of auditors. The good type (G) provides high-quality audits, whereas the bad type (B)

provides low-quality audits. Quality will be endogenously determined by the audi-
tors’ direct audit costs and, hence, by the probability of damage occurring, p(xi ), i ∈
{B, G}. We assume that good-quality auditors bear lower direct costs, possibly due to
specialization (Gigler and Penno 1995). Direct audit costs are not observable.

The auditor’s reputation loss refers to the present value of lost future rents from
auditing and non-auditing services. The present value is a maximum of R for an auditor
who is unambiguously of the good type. There is common knowledge that, initially,
the share of good auditors in the population is θ and the share of bad auditors is 1 − θ

with 0 < θ < 1.
Investors update their beliefs in an auditor’s quality when damage occurs due to

a material error in an audited financial statement. Investors will then attach updated
belief θd with θd ≤ θ . If no damage occurs, the updated belief is θnd with θnd ≥ θ .
In case of damage, the auditor will then lose expected future rents of (θ − θd)R. This
is in line with the Arthur Andersen failure and with the evidence provided by Weber
et al. (2008). We derive updated beliefs endogenously in equilibrium.

The sequence of events is represented by the following Fig. 1.

3.3 Analysis

In what follows, we employ an upper bar to given values of variables, whereas stars
indicate the equilibrium levels of variables. We start with the game-theoretical analysis

right away. With a given suing probability σ and given posteriori beliefs θ
nd

and θ
d
,

the good auditor’s cost function reads:

C (xi ) = bi x + σ F (x) p (x)D + p (x)
(
θ − θ

d
)

R − [1 − p (x)]
(
θ

nd − θ
)

R,

i ∈ {B, G} , bG = 1, bB > 1. (23.1)

The cost function consists of four terms. The first two terms denote the direct audit
costs and the expected damage compensation. The latter two terms represent reputation
effects. The event of damage induces investors to update their beliefs in the auditor’s
quality. Consequently, there is a loss in reputation. Damage occurs with probability
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p(x). However, if no damage occurs, there is a gain in reputation which occurs with
probability 1 − p(x). The first derivative yields:

C ′ (xi ) = bi + σ
[
F ′ (x) p(x) + F(x)p′(x)

]
D + p′(x)

(
θ

nd − θ
d
)

R,

i ∈ {B, G} , bG = 1, bB > 1. (23.2)

Since p′(x) < 0, the individual optimum x̂i increases with expected reputation losses

(θ
nd − θ

d
)R—even in the absence of any litigation (σ = 0). Note that the second

term in (23.2) is negative since F(x) and p(x) are positive, but F ′(x) and p′(x) have
a negative sign. C(xi ) has one interior minimum.

Due to different direct audit costs, the optimum level of care will be higher with the
good auditor. Thus, the probability of damage differs between the two types, allowing
for an update following the events that damage or no damage occurs. Therefore,

x̂G > x̂B and θnd > θ > θd

with θnd = θ
[
1 − p

(
x̂G

)]
θ

[
1 − p

(
x̂G

)] + (1 − θ)
[
1 − p

(
x̂B

)]

and θd = θ · p
(
x̂G

)
θ · p

(
x̂G

) + (1 − θ) p
(
x̂B

) (24)

representing the updated beliefs when no damage occurs or when damage occurs,
respectively. Note that even in the case where there is no lawsuit (σ = 0), there still
is an incentive to reduce the probability of damage occurring and the reputation loss
attached to it, as the first derivative shows (see 23.2):

C ′ (xi , σ = 0) = bi + p′ (x)
(
θ

nd − θ
d
)

R, i ∈ {B, G} , bG = 1, bB > 1. (24.1)

That is, even without a lawsuit, the good and bad type will exert different levels of
care such that reputation effects evolve.11

The social costs of an audit are now:

K (x) = [θ + (1 − θ) bB] x + p(x)D with K ′(x) = [θ + (1 − θ) bB] + p′(x)D.

(25)

With the socially desirable level of care, x = x∗, marginal gains equal the marginal
costs of auditing: C ′(x = x∗) = 0. Both auditors will exert excessive care if the indi-
vidual optimum of the bad type exceeds the social optimum, that is, if x∗ < x̂B < x̂G .

11 Note that both auditors exerting zero care will not occur in equilibrium. The good type knows that he
will gain in reputation by exerting marginally more care than the bad type. Due to the convex function
p(x), marginal reputation gains outweigh marginal care. The bad auditor responds by then increasing his
level of care. As a consequence, both the good and bad type exert a positive level of care where individual
marginal benefits equal individual marginal costs.
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In this case, the bad auditor’s marginal net benefits of increasing care exceed the social
marginal net benefits. According to (23.2) and (25), this will happen if for x ≥ 0 the
following holds12:

σ
∣∣F ′(x)p(x) + F(x)p′(x)

∣∣ D + ∣∣p′(x)
∣∣ (θ

nd − θ
d
)

R − bB

>
∣∣p′(x)

∣∣ D − [θ + (1 − θ) bB]

⇔
(
θ

nd − θ
d
)

R > D − σ
∣∣F ′(x)p (x) + F(x)p′(x)

∣∣ D − (bB − 1) θ

|p′(x)| . (26)

Thus, if the reputation effects are sufficiently large, both auditors will exert excessive
care. Note that excessive care is more likely with a higher suing probability σ .

Proposition 4 There is an equilibrium with two subcases, depending on the size
of transaction costs T .

Case 1 With high investors’ transaction costs

T ≥ θd F
(
x̂G (σ = 0)

)
D +

(
1 − θd

)
F

(
x̂B (σ = 0)

)
D (27)

there is a Nash equilibrium in pure strategies where investors do not sue and the audi-
tors still perform positive care x̂G > x̂B > 0 with F(x̂G) < F(x̂B) < 1, implying
an efficiency loss of θ [Y (x∗) − Y (x̂G(σ = 0))] + (1 − θ)[Y (x∗) − Y (x̂B(σ = 0))].
Both auditors’ level of care increases with the size of expected reputation losses and
gains. The investors’ updated beliefs in equilibrium when no damage occurs and when
damage occurs are:

θnd∗ = θ
[
1 − p

(
x̂G (σ = 0)

)]
θ

[
1 − p

(
x̂G (σ = 0)

)] + (1 − θ)
[
1 − p

(
x̂B (σ = 0)

)]

and θd∗ = θ · p
(
x̂G (σ = 0)

)
θ · p

(
x̂G (σ = 0)

) + (1 − θ) p
(
x̂B (σ = 0)

) , (28)

respectively.
Case 1a A bad auditor exerts efficient care and the good auditor takes excessive

care even though investors do not bring a lawsuit if reputation effects are sufficiently
strong defined as

(
θnd∗ − θd∗)

R = D + (bB − 1) θ

p′ (x∗
B

) . (29)

The efficiency loss then amounts to θ [Y (x∗) − Y (x̂G)].

12 Recall that both p′(x) and F ′(x) have a negative sign, but p(x) and F(x) are positive.
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Case 2 With low investors’ transaction costs, that is, if (27) does not hold, there is
a Nash equilibrium where investors sue with probability σ ∗ = 1 if x̂G(σ = 1) ≤ x13

and with probability σ ∗ < 1 if x̂G(σ = 1) > x . x denotes the level of care where the
marginal costs of a lawsuit equal the marginal benefits:

F
(
x
) [

θd∗
D +

(
1 − θd∗)

D
]

= F
(
x
)
D = T . (30)

In equilibrium, auditors choose a pure strategy where the good auditor’s level of care
is higher:

x̂G
(
σ ∗) > x̂B

(
σ ∗) > 0. (31)

For a given suing probability, both auditors’ level of care increases with the size of
expected reputation losses and gains. The investors’ updated beliefs in equilibrium
when no damage occurs and when damage occurs are:

θnd∗ = θ
[
1 − p

(
x̂G (σ ∗)

)]
θ

[
1 − p

(
x̂G (σ ∗)

)] + (1 − θ)
[
1 − p

(
x̂B (σ ∗)

)]

and θd∗ = θ · p
(
x̂G (σ ∗)

)
θ · p

(
x̂G (σ ∗)

) + (1 − θ) p
(
x̂B (σ ∗)

) , (32)

respectively. The efficiency loss amounts to σ ∗T + θ [Y (x∗) − Y (x̂G(σ ∗))]+ (1 − θ)

[Y (x∗) − Y (x̂B(σ ∗))].
Proof case 1 and case 2: See (23.1)–(26). Proof: case 1a: With the efficient level,
C ′ (x∗) = 1 + p′ (x∗) D = 0 holds. Given that σ = 0, setting C ′ (x∗) = C ′ (xB) and
using (24.1), we obtain (29). See also (26) by assuming σ = 0. �
Proposition 4 contains several important messages. First, regardless of whether there
is a lawsuit or not, the good type will exert a higher level of care than the bad type.
Two assumptions drive this result: the marginal costs of providing higher care are
lower and investors rationally update their beliefs when damage or no damage occurs.
If either marginal costs were the same, both types would not differ with regard to the
level of care chosen. Consequently, no reputation effects occur.

Second, reputation effects improve both the good and the bad auditor’s incentive
to take care even in the absence of litigation.

Third and most importantly, as case 1a in Proposition 4 suggests, sufficiently strong
reputation effects may induce a novel type of equilibrium where investors do not bring
a lawsuit and auditors still perform efficient or greater care. This is interesting from a
methodological point of view, but especially from an economics perspective. Even in
the absence of litigation, reputation concerns might induce efficient care. Reputation
concerns also explain why we do not observe zero auditor care in countries where
investors have very poor incentives to bring a lawsuit.

13 Basically, it needs two conditions: x̂G (σ = 1) ≤ x and x̂B (σ = 1) ≤ x . However, since in this case
x̂G > x̂B holds, x̂G (σ = 1) ≤ x is more restrictive.
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This brings us to the question of when a liability cap is desirable and when it is at
all effective. If reputation effects are too large, both auditors will perform excessive
care if (26) holds. If (26) holds, a properly defined liability cap L∗∗generally mitigates
excessive care and will even induce efficient care with the bad type in equilibrium if
the following holds:

σ ∗ ∣∣F ′ (x∗
B

)
p

(
x∗

B

) + F
(
x∗

B

)
p′ (x∗

B

)∣∣ L∗∗ + ∣∣p′ (x∗
B

)∣∣ (θnd∗ − θd∗)
R − bB

= ∣∣p′ (x∗
B

)∣∣ D − [θ + (1 − θ) bB]

⇔ L∗∗ =
∣∣p′ (x∗

B

)∣∣ [D −
(
θnd∗ − θd∗)

R
]

+ (bB − 1) θ

σ ∗ ∣∣F ′ (x∗
B

)
p

(
x∗

B

) + F
(
x∗

B

)
p′ (x∗

B

)∣∣
with L∗∗ ∈ [0, D) , θ j∗ = θ j∗(L∗∗) , j ∈ {nd, d} .

(33)

Note that a liability cap requires a sufficiently high suing probability in equilibrium
(σ ∗) such that there is excessive care and L∗∗ < D holds. The condition (33) also indi-
cates that, with increasing reputation effects, the liability cap should be lower. Since
the threat of the loss of reputation becomes more severe, the sanction of damage com-
pensation becomes less important in order to properly motivate auditors. Reputation
losses and liability can be seen as complementary.

However, if reputation effects are too large, excessive care can no longer be off-
set by a liability cap. In technical terms, this is the case when the numerator in (33)
becomes negative, that is, when the following holds:

(
θnd∗ − θd∗)

R > D + (bB − 1) θ∣∣p′ (x∗
B

)∣∣ . (34)

The larger rents R are from audit and non-audit services and the greater the difference
θnd∗ −θd∗

, the more likely it is that condition (34) will hold. That is, the more the good
and the bad type’s levels of care differ. Note that condition (34) holds independently
of the probability of suing, that is, even when investors do not bring a lawsuit at all.

Proposition 5 When auditors exert excessive care in equilibrium with unlimited lia-
bility, a properly defined liability cap L∗∗ < D is useful to generally mitigate excessive
care and to induce efficient care with the bad auditor type. If reputation effects are too
strong, a liability cap will not help to induce efficient care.

Proof See (33) and (34). �

3.4 Discussion

Precise negligence rule With a precisely and efficiently defined negligence rule, we
obtain similar qualitative results. If transaction costs are too high and reputation effects
are modest, investors will not bring a lawsuit and both types of auditors will perform
suboptimal but non-zero care. The good type exerts more care than the bad type.
If transaction costs are low and reputation effects are quite modest, both auditors
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will randomize strategies, choosing suboptimal care with some probability. With the
counter-probability, both auditors exert the efficient standard of due care. Since the
two auditor types choose different levels of care with only some probability, reputation
effects are endogenously limited.

If reputation effects are sufficiently strong, both types of auditors perform exces-
sive care even when transaction costs deter investors from bringing a lawsuit. Again, a
properly defined liability cap is able to mitigate excessive care and might even induce
efficient care with one auditor type if reputation effects are not too strong.

How can the regulator influence reputation losses? The regulator might want to
restrict liability exposure for other reasons not addressed in this model, such as limited
insurability. Proposition 5 suggests that auditors’ incentives might still not be distorted
by limited liability if the regulator manages to properly increase reputation effects, that
is, to increase the present value of the rents from auditing and non-auditing services R.
One way would be to renounce the separation of audit and non-audit business. Another
way would be to decrease the level of competition in the audit market by different
means.14 Of course, the latter proposal would face the cost of monopoly or oligopoly
dead-weight losses. However, it would still be worthwhile if those costs were lower
than the marginal efficiency losses due to suboptimal auditor care. These arguments
are based purely on economic reasoning, neglecting political feasibility.

4 Conclusion

This paper addresses the issue of how potential reputation losses and overcompensa-
tion affect auditors’ incentives to take care. When there is a material error in an audited
financial statement, some investors suffer losses, whilst others benefit from it. Damage
compensation payments to losing investors usually exceed the social damage of all
investors (overcompensation). It transpires that under a negligence rule with a vaguely
defined standard of due care, overcompensation may cause or exacerbate excessive
care when there is no properly defined liability cap.

We also explore reputation losses suffered by an auditor of a wrong financial state-
ment. Reputation losses are defined as the present value of lost future rents from
auditing and non-auditing services. An auditor may also gain in reputation if the audit
was correct. Both the potential losses and the potential gains of reputation strengthen
the auditors’ incentives to exert a higher level of care.

We assume that good auditors bear lower marginal direct audit costs than bad audi-
tors. Good auditors therefore exert more care, lowering the probability of a wrong
audit and of investors’ damage. If investors rationally update beliefs when damage or
no damage occurs, reputation effects will occur and will improve the auditors’ incen-
tives ex-ante. When reputation effects are sufficiently strong, an equilibrium in pure
strategies evolves where investors do not bring a lawsuit and auditors do not exert
suboptimal care. Litigation costs are then saved. If reputation effects are too strong,

14 R also increases as the interest rate decreases.
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they induce excessive care. A properly defined liability cap then mitigates excessive
care.

We argue that the liability system should take overcompensation and reputation
concerns into account. Our analysis suggests that if reputation losses outside litigation
are significant, auditors will have proper incentives to exert sufficient care even if
investors do not sue.

Future research should especially address empirical issues. Only little is known
about the size of auditors’ reputation losses and the factors that determine them. From
a theoretical point of view, the model could be extended by updated beliefs when
courts decide on negligence. Further, the possibility of settlement and court errors has
not been explored in this setting yet. The model may also be extended to a multi-period
setting such that reputation effects are addressed more appropriately.

Appendix: Overcompensation: why private loss exceeds social loss

In the following, we show why individual loss exceeds the social loss with auditor
liability, and derive the factors determining this gap (see Bigus and Schäfer 2007). We
consider a publicly traded firm listed on a semi-strong efficient stock market. Investors
(shareholders) are risk-neutral. The present value of the cash flow related to each share
is a (a > 0) in each period. The interest rate for safe investments equals r (r > 0). The
present value of the cash flow is risky, and might be low or high: a ∈ {aL , aH }; aL<

r < aH . A cash flow of aL is related to a situation of financial distress.
Investors do not know future cash flows precisely. Let us assume that the present

value of cash flows from period 2 on equals A. In t = 0, the period 1 cash flow is also
risky; π denotes the ex-ante probability of financial distress occurring. A share price
in t = 0 is supposed to equal the present value of future cash flows:

Price = π · aL + (1 − π)aH + A = ā + A, (a1)

where π is the likelihood of the firm being in financial distress. We assume ā > r,
such that the mean cash flow from the firm exceeds the return of the safe investment
opportunity.

In t = 0, the management knows that the firm is in financial distress, but is able to
hide this information from investors until t = 1. If investors knew of the distress, they
would invest in the safe investment. Thus, in case of financial distress, each investor
will lose r − aL unless financial distress is revealed immediately in t = 0. Figure 2
shows the sequence of events.

Cash flow 
realizes: aL <  

Audit opinion is disclosed. 
If unqualified audit opinion, 
expected cash flow: 

 Auditor chooses 
level of care  

PV of expected 
cash flow: 

t = 0 t = 1 t 

Fig. 2 Sequence of events
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Under these assumptions, a correct audit is useful. Let us assume that an auditor
will disclose financial distress by a qualified audit opinion (e.g., due to a violation
of the going concern assumption). Investors will then shift investments and will lose
ā − r . With an unqualified audit opinion, investors will not change their mind and will
lose more, namely ā − aL .

The audit is useful in the bad state of nature, which occurs with probability π . The
welfare gain of an audit is reflected by Y :

Y = p(x)π(r − aL) − x . (a2)

The expected damage (per share) from the wrong audit is reflected by the term π(r −
aL). Now we want to clarify the issue of overcompensation. With many liability
regimes, e.g., with the Birnbaum rule in the US, the wrong-doing auditor has to com-
pensate the individual damage of investors who suffered losses from the wrong audit.
Individual damage equals the difference between the initial purchasing price of the
stock, and the price after financial distress reveals: (a + A)−(aL + A) = a −aL . Note
that damage compensation exceeds the social loss per share: a − aL > r − aL . The
loss exceeding the social loss (a − r) is a gain to another investor, who was able to
sell the share at a price of ā + A even though aL + A is the fair value of the share. We
are not aware of any legal system that requires “winning” investors to transfer such
gains to “losing” investors. Consequently, the loss exceeding the social loss (a − r) is
distributional in nature, but does not relate to the social loss from the wrong allocation
of funds (r − aL) caused by the wrong audit.

In the main body of this paper, we implicitly define the social loss as D =
n(r − aL), where n is the number of shares. Accordingly, individual loss is implicitly
defined as m D = n(a − aL), which implies m = a−aL

r−aL
. Note that the level of over-

compensation, m, is not related to punitive damages or to the allocation of lawyer’s
and court fees. Further, for simplification we assume π = 1.

Proof of Proposition 3, case 2: For a given probability of suing σ(0 < σ ≤ 1), the
auditor’s expected total costs in t = 0 amount to:

C(x) = x + σ p(x)F (x) m D + (1 − σ) F(x)p (x) · 0

= x + σ

[
xH − x

xH

m D

1 + x

]
with (a3)

C ′ (x) = 1 −
[
σ (1 + xH ) m D

xH (1 + x)2

]
. (a4)

Given that investors bring a lawsuit with a probability of σ, the individual global cost
minimum is then:

x̂ (σ ) =
√

σ (1 + xH ) m D

xH
− 1. (a5)

Whether investors will sue in t = 1 depends on the expected benefits of the lawsuit,
which, in turn, are determined by the auditor’s level of care. Investors are indifferent
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to suing and not suing with a level of care of x = x, where the marginal costs of a
lawsuit equal the marginal benefits:

F
(
x
)

m D = T ⇔ xH − x

xH
m D = T ⇔ x = xH − xH T

m D
. (a6)

Note that x < xH . Investors bring a lawsuit for sure (σ = 1) if x̂(σ = 1) ≤ x holds
in equilibrium. If x̂(σ = 1) > x holds, investors will choose a mixed strategy and will
sue with a probability of σ ∗ in equilibrium such that x̂(σ ∗ < 1) = x holds (Ewert
1999). �
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